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middle of the internecine political disputes of their people, Sergeant Will Grant
of the Metropolitan Police has spent three months in prison in the Underhalls of
the Frem. When Fenn comes to free him and return him home through the border, he
has very little time to work out what’s going on before the sudden appearance of
Fenn’s missing younger sibling Keren throws Fenn for a loop. Instead of returning
them to London as planned, the trio step through the border to the Egyptian
desert. Once they work out where they are, it’s a two week trip back to England
with the possibility of pursuit both onboard ship and when they reach home. Will
the journey give Fenn and Will time to resolve the feelings they have been dancing
around since the day they met? How will they keep Keren from recapture by the
faction who tried to persuade Fenn they were dead? And has Will’s friend Alec
forgiven Fenn for lying about their motives when they first traveled to London
four months ago?
Unacceptable Risk Kaje Harper 2021-01-27 For a hidden shifter, falling in love
with a man may be the death of them both. Simon Conley knows about being an
outcast. Born into a secret werewolf pack, he’s the lone gay wolf, an outsider
even among his packmates. The top wolves consider him a perversion, a failure, and
a security risk. To survive in the human world, werewolves rely on absolute
secrecy, and any breaches of their code are dealt with swiftly— and violently. So
when Simon falls in love with Paul, a human man, even his Alpha's grudging
tolerance won't protect him. He must keep Paul from discovering the truth about
him and the secrets the pack jealously guards, or it’s not just their love that’ll
end up dead. (A rerelease of the 2012 novel with light editing and the 1.15 short
story included)
Undeniable Bonds Kaje Harper 2021-06-10 Some bonds are strong enough to last a
lifetime, and change the world. Rory O'Sullivan has spent his life alone. Once
upon a time, he made one real human connection as a gay man. That moment happened
in Nazi captivity, and the wolf he escaped with was a Soviet soldier. They had a
taste of what love might mean, but in 1944, personal happiness had to come second
to survival. Now, seventy years later, when he feels the presence of Nikolai,
somehow close and needing him after all that time, no one— not gay Alpha Aaron of
the Minneapolis West pack, or rising political threats, or even top Alpha Rick
Brown himself— will stop him. Rory's going to answer the appeal he's waited a
lifetime for. Some bonds can't be denied.
Essential Revision Notes in Medicine for Students Philip A. Kalra 2006 Designed to
help medical students through their exams. Built around the successful 'Essential
Revision Notes for MRCP', this title focuses on what is essential learning for
medical undergraduates and gives readers an 'all round' knowledge of medicine at
this level.

The Churchills Mary S. Lovell 2011-04-07 There never was a Churchill from John of
Marlborough down who had either morals or principles', so said Gladstone. From the
First Duke of Marlborough - soldier of genius, restless empire-builder and
cuckolder of Charles II - onwards, the Churchills have been politicians, gamblers
and profligates, heroes and womanisers. The Churchills is a richly layered
portrait of an extraordinary set of men and women - grandly ambitious, regularly
impecunious, impulsive, arrogant and brave. And towering above the Churchill clan
is the figure of Winston - his failures and his triumphs shown in a new and
revealing context - ultimately our 'greatest Briton'.
Designs for the Pluriverse Arturo Escobar 2018-03-09 In Designs for the Pluriverse
Arturo Escobar presents a new vision of design theory and practice aimed at
channeling design's world-making capacity toward ways of being and doing that are
deeply attuned to justice and the Earth. Noting that most design—from consumer
goods and digital technologies to built environments—currently serves capitalist
ends, Escobar argues for the development of an “autonomous design” that eschews
commercial and modernizing aims in favor of more collaborative and placed-based
approaches. Such design attends to questions of environment, experience, and
politics while focusing on the production of human experience based on the radical
interdependence of all beings. Mapping autonomous design’s principles to the
history of decolonial efforts of indigenous and Afro-descended people in Latin
America, Escobar shows how refiguring current design practices could lead to the
creation of more just and sustainable social orders.
Powered by Ghosts Kaje Harper 2020-11-15 An untrained sorcerer and a reclusive
necromancer face a ghost-infested town. Darien is free of his dead invaders, and
his eyes have opened to a new reality. In a world of sorcerers and necromancers,
he's full of power and potential, but completely ignorant. Necromancer Silas, and
Silas's cat familiar, Grim, are teaching him basic skills, but danger won't hold
off, just because he's not ready. Silas never planned to share his life with
anyone, but after a week of shared battles and shared nights, Darien has become a
fixture in his home. Silas has never met anyone with more raw magical ability, or
less idea what to do with it. When Silas is offered a job hunting ghosts, he's
tempted to refill his depleted bank account, but reluctant to bring untrained
Darien along. Darien's eager to help, though, and eventually Silas gives in. It's
just a few ghosts. Nothing he hasn't handled before. What could go wrong?
Lay Your Sleeping Head Michael Nava 2019-09
The Writer's Guide to Prepositions Charles N. Prieur 2000
The Hunted and the Hind A.L. Lester 2020-12-30 Sequel to Shadows on the Border
Inadvertently tumbling through the border after Fenn and then thrown into the
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Unjustified Claims Kaje Harper 2021-04-06 His pack would've killed him for his
kinks and desires, but his human lover might destroy his wolf. Brandt Davis loved
being part of his Michigan werewolf pack, until they found his stash of gay porn.
He escaped their anger, running in wolf-form into the wilderness, but he can’t
live that way forever. And he can’t hide in fur like a coward when an injured man
needs his help. Ethan Sjulstad knows life is making him crazy when a solo hike
into the Minnesota Boundary Waters seems reasonable. Then a bad fall leaves him
seriously hurt and facing death. Delirious, he hallucinates being rescued by a big
gray wolf and a naked woodland godling. For a man who has always loved fantasy,
it's worth surviving just to find out what the hell is going on. (This is a
lightly edited rerelease of the 2014 original.)
The Rebuilding Year Kaje Harper 2017-06-26 It took losing nearly everything, to
discover what they can’t live without. A few excruciating minutes pinned under a
burning beam cost Ryan Ward his job as a firefighter, the easy camaraderie of his
coworkers, his current girlfriend, and damn near cost him his left leg. Giving up,
though, wasn’t an option. He fought and won the battle back to health, over a
painful year. Now, choosing a new profession, going back to school, and renting a
room from the college groundskeeper should be simple. Until he realizes he’s
falling in love with his housemate, and things take a turn for the complicated.
John Barrett knows about loss. After moving twice to stay in touch with his kids,
he could only watch as his ex-wife whisked them away to California. Offering Ryan
a room seems better than rattling around his empty house alone. But as casual
friendship moves to something more, and emotions heat up, the big old house feels
like tight quarters. It’s nothing they can't learn to navigate, until life adds in
unhappy teen kids, difficult family members, and mysterious deaths on campus.
Rebuilding will be far from easy, even for two guys willing to open their minds,
and hearts.
Resisting Dispossession Ranjana Padhi 2020-03-20 The book brings to the reader a
set of political and social narratives woven around people’s resistance against
big dams, mining and industrial projects, in short, displacement and dispossession
in Odisha, India. This saga of dispossession abounds with stories and narratives
of ordinary peasants, forest dwellers, fisher folk and landless wage laborers,
which make the canvas of resistance history more complete. The book foregrounds
these protagonists and the events that marked their lives; they live in the
coastal plains as well as the hilly and forested areas of south and south-west
Odisha. The authors have chronicled the development trajectory from the
construction of the Hirakud Dam in the 1950s to the entry of corporations like
POSCO and Vedanta in contemporary times. It thus covers extensive ground in
interrogating the nature of industrialization being ushered into the state from
post-independent India till today. The book depicts how and why people resist the
development juggernaut in a state marked with endemic poverty. In unraveling this
complex reality, the book conveys the world view of a vast section of people whose
lives and livelihoods are tied up to land, forests, mountains, seas, rivers,
lakes, ponds, trees, vines and bushes. These narratives fill a yawning gap in
resistance literature in the context of Odisha. In doing so, they resonate with
the current predicament of people in other mineral-rich states in Eastern India.
The book is an endeavour to bring Odisha on the map of resistance politics and
social movements in India and across the world.
Into Deep Waters Kaje Harper 2019-08-29 For Jacob and Daniel, two young gay men
aboard a Navy ship in WWII, the risks were high. Not just the risks of injury and
death from Japanese planes and submarines, but the risk of discovery, of
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discharge, imprisonment or worse. Only a special kind of love was worth taking
that chance. But from the moment Daniel met Jacob's eyes across a battle-scarred
deck, he knew he had to try.Being together required figuring out what it meant to
be gay and in love with another man, in an era when they could be jailed or
committed for admitting the desires of their hearts. On a ship at war, their
relationship was measured in stolen moments and rare days of precious leave, with
no guarantees there would be a tomorrow. And if they survived the war, they would
need even more luck to keep their love alive through all the years to come.
Building Forever Kaje Harper 2019-08-29 Four years ago, Ryan and John decided
they'd wait to get married until it came with full legal equality. Now, thanks to
the Supreme Court, that historic moment has finally arrived. But three hundred
miles separate Ryan's hectic residency from John's busy campus job. With a son in
college, a daughter choosing her future, and a rambunctious Irish Setter needing
attention, planning a wedding isn't simple. Of course, even the most perfect
ceremony can't solve all their problems. What does it take to build forever?
Touch & Geaux Abigail Roux 2013-04-08 After having their faces plastered across
the news during a high-profile case, FBI Special Agents Ty Grady and Zane Garrett
have become more useful to the Bureau posing for photo ops than working
undercover. Just as Zane is beginning to consider retirement a viable option, Ty
receives a distress call from a friend, leading them to a city rife with echoes
from the past. New Orleans wears its history on its streets, and it's the one
place Ty's face could get him killed. Surrounded by trouble as soon as they land,
Ty and Zane are swiftly confronted with a past from which Ty can't hide — one with
a surprising connection to Zane's. As threats close in from all directions, both
men must come to terms with the lives they've led and the lies they've told. They
soon discover that not all their secrets are out yet, and nothing lasts forever.
Don't Plan to Stay Kaje Harper 2017-12-08 Donnie doesn't think he's worth a second
chance. Adam does. At eighteen, Donnie Kagan's plans for graduation, and maybe
even college, were derailed by a beer, a stoplight, and a fatal crash. Now he's
twenty-four, out of prison, and bitterly determined to start over. But with the
holidays approaching, he can't resist a quick trip home to Tallbridge, North
Dakota, and the man he left behind. Just a fast look, to make sure Adam's doing
all right, before Donnie starts his new life. He doesn't plan to stay. Adam
Lindberg's been waiting six years to get closure with Donnie. He missed that
chance after the accident, fighting for his life in a hospital bed as Donnie pled
guilty and disappeared into the justice system. Adam's tried to move on, but he
never found another guy he cared about the same way. So when Donnie shows up in
Tallbridge, Adam's ready to fight for more than three words of goodbye. If Adam
asks for Donnie's help with the family store, maybe he'll stay long enough to
finally talk about the future, and the past.
Life Lessons Kaje Harper 2011-05 Tony Hart's life has been quiet lately. He has
good friends and a rewarding teaching job. Then the murdered body of another
teacher falls into the elevator at his feet, and Tony's life gets a little too
exciting. Jared MacLean is a homicide detective, a widowed father, and deeply in
the closet. But from the moment he meets Tony's blue eyes in that high school
hallway, Mac can't help wanting this man in his life. However Mac isn't the only
one with his eyes on Tony. As the murderer tries to cover his tracks, Mac has to
work fast or lose Tony, permanently.
Life, Some Assembly Required Kaje Harper 2017-06-26 Finding love in the ashes was
easy. Building a life together? Not so much. After spending the first part of his
life chasing pretty girls, love has finally come to Ryan in the form of John, a
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tall, lanky, red-headed landscape architect with wide shoulders and a five-o’clock
shadow. For the first time in Ryan's life, love feels easy. Hell, he even ran into
a burning building for John and his son, and he’d do it again if he had to. But
telling his father and brothers and classmates “I’m gay. I’ve met a man”? That’s
going to take nerve of a different kind. For John, loving Ryan is as natural as
breathing. Now if only the rest of his life would fall into place. Dealing with
his teen son is complicated enough, but with his ex-wife causing trouble and his
daughter wanting to move in, John’s house— and his relationship with Ryan—
threaten to split at the seams. Is one month without a new surprise knocking him
upside the heart really too much to ask? Unfortunately, the answer seems to be
Yes. (This is a re-release of the 2015 Samhain novel, with only minor editing.)
Home Work Kaje Harper 2012-10 Coming together as a family was supposed to make
life happy-ever-after for Mac and Tony, but their two uprooted kids, demanding
jobs, and a less than gay-friendly world don't seem to have gotten the message.
Mac and Tony thought the hard part was over. They're together openly as a couple,
sharing a home and building a life with their two children. It's what they dreamed
of. But daughter Anna struggles with the changes, Ben is haunted by old secrets,
Mac's job in Homicide still demands too much of his time, and Tony is caught in
the middle. It's going to take everything these men can give to create a viable
balance between home and work. Especially when the outside world seems determined
to throw obstacles in their way.
The End and the Beginning Hermynia Zur Mühlen 2010 First published in Germany in
1929, The End and the Beginning is a lively personal memoir of a vanished world
and of a rebellious, high-spirited young woman's struggle to achieve independence.
Born in 1883 into a distinguished and wealthy aristocratic family of the old
Austro-Hungarian Empire, Hermynia Zur Muhlen spent much of her childhood
travelling in Europe and North Africa with her diplomat father. After five years
on her German husband's estate in czarist Russia she broke with both her family
and her husband and set out on a precarious career as a professional writer
committed to socialism. Besides translating many leading contemporary authors,
notably Upton Sinclair, into German, she herself published an impressive number of
politically engaged novels, detective stories, short stories, and children's fairy
tales. Because of her outspoken opposition to National Socialism, she had to flee
her native Austria in 1938 and seek refuge in England, where she died, virtually
penniless, in 1951. This revised and corrected translation of Zur Muhlen's memoir
- with extensive notes and an essay on the author by Lionel Gossman - will appeal
especially to readers interested in women's history, the Central European
aristocratic world that came to an end with the First World War, and the culture
and politics of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Unwanted Appeal Kaje Harper 2021-03-16 Do strangers want to join Aaron's pack, or
wipe it from the face of the earth? Aaron, Alpha of Minneapolis West, is tired of
other werewolves threatening his pack for harboring a gay wolf and his mate.
Werewolves have more important things to worry about, with humans closing in on
discovering them. But the arrival of two strange wolves on his doorstep, asking
for sanctuary, pits compassion against safety. Can he let these two in and still
keep his pack and his mate Zach safe? Or is that a risk he can't afford to take?
(34,000 words; This is a lightly edited re-release of the 2013 novella 2.5,
renumbered to 3)
Unplanned Coda Kaje Harper 2021-10-23 He'll get by with a little help from his
mate. When Paul's long-buried past reaches out for him, having Simon at his back
should make all the difference. The shy, studious teen who ditched his hometown is
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now a grown man with a good life, an honorable profession, and a werewolf
boyfriend. So why is still so hard to go home? A new 37,000 word novella in the
same time frame as book 6 in the Hidden Wolves series brings challenges, pain,
love, and their HEA for our favorite guys. Content warning for assisted suicide.
To Target the Heart Aldrea Alien 2020-04-15 How can he win with the odds stacked
against him? Prince Hamish has no interest in fulfilling his duty of marrying. Not
to a woman, at least. That doesn't stop his mother, Queen Fiona, from presenting
him with every eligible noblewoman that enters their castle. He's certain it'll be
no different with the new representative of the Udynea Empire. So when the
imperial prince, Darshan, arrives in place of the woman everyone expected, Hamish
is relieved. Until the man kisses him and he is confronted by the very emotions he
has been forced to conceal or be punished for. Emotions he is eager to explore.
The kiss also proves to be a little too public for his mother's liking, who
insists on drastic measures to ensure Hamish adheres to her family vision. Hamish
must make a choice: give up his happiness for convention's sake or risk sending
the kingdom spiralling into civil war for the right to love his own way. How can
he win with the odds stacked against him? Prince Hamish has no interest in
fulfilling his duty of marrying. Not to a woman, at least. That doesn't stop his
mother, Queen Fiona, from presenting him with every eligible noblewoman that
enters their castle. He's certain it'll be no different with the new
representative of the Udynea Empire. So when the imperial prince, Darshan, arrives
in place of the woman everyone expected, Hamish is relieved. Until the man kisses
him and he is confronted by the very emotions he has been forced to conceal or be
punished for. Emotions he is eager to explore. The kiss also proves to be a little
too public for his mother's liking, who insists on drastic measures to ensure
Hamish adheres to her family vision. Hamish must make a choice: give up his
happiness for convention's sake or risk sending the kingdom spiralling into civil
war for the right to love his own way.
Planning in Cold War Europe Michel Christian 2018-10-08 The idea of planning
economy and engineering social life has often been linked with Communist regimes’
will of control. However, the persuasion that social and economic processes could
and should be regulated was by no means limited to them. Intense debates on these
issues developed already during the First World War in Europe and became
globalized during the World Economic crisis. During the Cold War, such discussions
fuelled competition between two models of economic and social organisation but
they also revealed the convergences and complementarities between them. This
ambiguity, so often overlooked in histories of the Cold War, represents the
central issue of the book organized around three axes. First, it highlights how
know-how on planning circulated globally and were exchanged by looking at
international platforms and organizations. The volume then closely examines
specificities of planning ideas and projects in the Communist and Capitalist
World. Finally, it explores East-West channels generated by exchanges around
issues of planning which functioned irrespective of the Iron Curtain and were
exported in developing countries. The volume thus contributes to two fields
undergoing a process of profound reassessment: the history of modernisation and of
the Cold War.
Unexpected Demands Kaje Harper 2021-02-25 He'd rather fight enemy wolves and rogue
humans than face his own heart. When Aaron took down a violent, power-crazed wolf
and inherited half a pack, he knew being Alpha wasn't going to be easy. A week
later, he's finding out what an understatement that was. Other werewolves are
calling for the extermination of his pack's gay wolf, or for Aaron's own death,
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and the risk of exposure to humans is growing. Aaron can't afford to let his longsuppressed sexuality escape his rigid control. When one of his younger wolves is
in trouble, it's simply Aaron's job as Alpha to help and protect him. But keeping
a cool distance from a young man who appeals to all his senses could be Aaron's
toughest challenge.
Enhanced Recovery After Surgery Olle Ljungqvist 2020-03-30 This book is the first
comprehensive, authoritative reference that provides a broad and comprehensive
overview of Enhanced Recovery After Surgery (ERAS). Written by experts in the
field, chapters analyze elements of care that are both generic and specific to
various surgeries. It covers the patient journey through such a program,
commencing with optimization of the patient’s condition, patient education, and
conditioning of their expectations. Organized into nine parts, this book discusses
metabolic responses to surgery, anaesthetic contributions, and optimal fluid
management after surgery. Chapters are supplemented with examples of ERAS pathways
and practical tips on post-operative pain control, feeding, mobilization, and
criteria for discharge. Enhanced Recovery After Surgery: A Complete Guide to
Optimizing Outcomes is an indispensable manual that thoroughly explores common
post-operative barriers and challenges.
An Etymological Dictionary of the Romance Languages Friedrich Diez 1864
Where You Are J.H. Trumble 2013-01-01 A Lambda Literary Award Finalist from the
author of Don’t Let Me Go. “[A] gripping tale of love, hate of differences and
owning up to who you are.”—VOYA Robert Westfall’s life is falling apart—everywhere
but in math class. That’s the one place where problems always have a solution. But
in the world beyond high school, his father is terminally ill, his mother is
squabbling with his interfering aunts, his boyfriend is unsupportive, and the
career path that’s been planned for him feels less appealing by the day. Robert’s
math teacher, Andrew McNelin, watches his best student floundering, concerned but
wary of crossing the line between professional and personal. Gradually, Andrew
becomes Robert’s friend, then his confidante. As the year progresses, their
relationship—in school and out of it—deepens and changes. And as hard as he tries
to resist, Andrew knows that he and Robert are edging into territory that holds
incalculable risks for both of them. J.H. Trumble, author of the acclaimed Don’t
Let Me Go, explores a controversial subject with extraordinary sensitivity and
grace, creating a deeply human and honest story of love, longing, and unexpected
connection. “The heart of the novel lies in the complicated, nuanced love between
student and teacher. Andrew and Robert find solace in each other, daring to risk
the consequences of their relationship being discovered.”—Publishers Weekly
“Moving . . . poignant . . . characters you can’t help but root for.”—RT Book
Reviews (4½ stars) “A page-turner.”—Instinct Magazine “The story of Andrew and
Robert is one not to be forgotten.”—Chris Verleger, contributor, EDGE on th
Pretty Pretty Boys Gregory Ashe 2020-02-01 After Emery Hazard loses his job as a
detective in Saint Louis, he heads back to his hometown--and to the local police
force there. Home, though, brings no happy memories, and the ghosts of old pain
are very much alive in Wahredua. Hazard’s new partner, John-Henry Somerset, had
been one of the worst tormentors, and Hazard still wonders what Somerset’s role
was in the death of Jeff Langham, Hazard’s first boyfriend. When a severely burned
body is discovered, Hazard finds himself drawn deeper into the case than he
expects. Determining the identity of the dead man proves impossible, and solving
the murder grows more and more unlikely. But as the city’s only gay police
officer, Hazard is placed at the center of a growing battle between powerful
political forces. To his surprise, Hazard finds an unlikely ally in his partner,
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the former bully. And as they spend more time together, something starts to happen
between them, something that Hazard can’t--and doesn’t want--to explain. The
discovery of a second mutilated corpse, though, reveals clues that the two murders
are linked, and as Hazard gets closer to answers, he uncovers a conspiracy of
murder and betrayal that goes deeper--and closer to home--than he could ever
expect.
Unsafe Exposure Kaje Harper 2021-04-27 Nothing wrecks a guy's day like finding out
he's a werewolf. From the moment artist Dylan Shore arrives in Chicago, his life
gets twisted like a kaleidoscope. Why does a street gang he's never met before
want him dead? Why is a hot but odd mathematician stalking him? And how can half
the things Alex Corwin says possibly be true, no matter how honest he seems? Alex
has a frightening dilemma. Dylan is attractive, appealing, out and proud. He's
also completely unaware that he's a werewolf. It shouldn't be Alex's job to tell
him, and warn him that gay wolves usually end up dead. But someone has to, before
he finds out in blood and violence. Chicago's not Alex's hometown, but somehow he
needs to protect Dylan from the local packs, protect the wolves from being outed
by Dylan, and keep his cool around the first man to touch his own deeply-closeted
heart. (This is a lightly edited rerelease of the 2016 original.)
Carved in Flesh Angelia Sparrow 2012-09 People often say that the true perfection
in the human form is in its imperfections. Scars are visceral reminders of a
person's past, a sign of an event that can never fade. Whether it was gained in
combat, a traumatic experience, or part of a ritual with a lover, scars are the
ultimate labels. They leave a permanent mark on the body and spirit that, one way
or another, change a person forever. Veld is an Elf who has known for years that
his mute friend Oren is spoken for; the design of scars spanning Oren's torso
reminds him with every look. When Oren's vowed, Haram, is killed, Veld must not
only help to prove his own innocence, but also tread carefully as he discovers
"Oren's Right" and Haram's last request. Next, "Tiocfaidh Ar La"-"our day will
come"-was the cry in Joe Colson's heart, even as he fled his beloved Ireland to
hide from his sins in the States. He'd assumed his chances for love were long past
when a much younger man rekindles something in him he'd thought long dead. A nearfatal car accident leaves superstar model Ashley's face permanently scarred and
his career into a tailspin. Only his lover, Will, can pull him out of his
depression, provided his affection hasn't turned to "Faded Love." Young Timothy
has come to Larry for "Scar Therapy." But Tim is seeking healing of a different
kind, and Larry finds that he has his own wounds that need tending. Garvin's scars
are a "Gift of the Goddess," seared into his skin as a beacon to find his
kidnapped love, Nyle. Rescuing him, though, may entail a deeper wound than even
the Goddess would bestow. Finally, when Kanovan returns from his off-world tour,
his lover Mirin finds a lover's mark he hadn't expected. Mirin must re-evaluate
how much Kanovan means to him, and what he must do to make Kanovan always "Sojourn
Home" to him."
Madison Square Murders C.S. Poe 2021-09-28 Everett Larkin works for the Cold Case
Squad: an elite—if understaffed and overworked—group of detectives who solve the
forgotten deaths of New York City. Larkin is different from others, but his
deduction skills are unmatched and his memory for minute details is unparalleled.
So when a spring thunderstorm uproots a tree in Madison Square Park, unearthing a
crate with human remains inside, the best Cold Case detective is assigned the job.
And when a death mask, like those prominent during the Victorian era, is found
with the body, Larkin requests assistance from the Forensic Artists Unit and
receives it in the form of Detective Ira Doyle, his polar opposite in every way.
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Factual reasoning and facial reconstruction puts Larkin and Doyle on a trail of
old homicide cases and a murderer obsessed with casting his victims’ likeness in
death. Include some unapologetic flirting from Doyle, and this case just may end
up killing Everett Larkin.
Breaking Cover Kaje Harper 2011-07 For homicide detective Mac, it's been a good
year. Having Tony to go home to makes him a better cop and a better person. For
Tony, it's been hard being in love with a man he can't touch in public. Evasions
and outright lying to friends and family take a little of the shine off his
relationship with Mac, but Tony is determined to make it work. As the Minneapolis
Police Department moves into a hot, humid summer, Mac is faced with a different
challenge. A killer has murdered two blond women, and the police have no real
clues. Mac hates to think that another murder may be the only way they'll make
progress with the case. But when that murder happens, it hits close to home for
Tony. And suddenly Mac faces an ultimatum: come out into the sunlight and stand
beside Tony as his lover, or walk away and live without a piece of his heart.
Marked by Death Kaje Harper 2020-10-23 Asking a necromancer for help is scary;
falling for him may be downright terrifying. Darien Green's afraid he's going
insane. The voices in his head are getting louder, weirder, and more numerous. But
tattoos appearing on his skin say that there might be a magical reason, something
other than his own brain going around the bend. He's worked up the nerve to ask
the local necromancer for help. Now he just has to survive his encounter with
tall, dark, and talks-to-ghosts. Necromancer Silas Thornwood doesn't appreciate
being woken out of his bed by a stranger pounding on his door. But when that
stranger turns out to be a half-frozen young man with an unexpected appeal, Silas
can't turn him away. Even Grim, his cat-familiar, agrees— in a world of death and
demons, protecting gorgeous, ghost-ridden Darien is Silas's next difficult job.
Changes Coming Down Kaje Harper 2019-12-03 For three gay men in love, opening the
closet door could be a risky move. Sheriff Casey Barlow has a slick, media-savvy
challenger out to beat him in the upcoming election. Casey's damned good at his
job, but he hasn't kissed the right asses, and early polls suggest voters like his
opponent's style. Coming out now, let alone revealing his relationship with two
men, could sink any hope of keeping his badge. Scott Edison has a real shot at the
NHL. He's playing the best hockey of his life. Whenever he can, he travels home to
his gruff sheriff and their laid-back cowboy, but there are no out gay players in
the NHL. As a rookie working his ass off to be called up, he can't afford to make
waves. Will Rice always figured he'd live alone, managing Graham and Annmarie
Slater's cattle ranch, but a hot, young hockey player and a compact, muscled
lawman rearranged his plans. Even though he's older and lanky and ordinary, he's
been sharing their lives and their beds. He doesn't need to be out-- isn't sure he
ever wants the Slaters to know about him. Life's good the way things are. Then
Graham and Annmarie are killed in a hit and run that may not be an accident. As
Will grieves, and Casey investigates, the coming changes will shake all their
lives. ** this is a re-edit and expansion of the story in the "Hunting Under
Covers" anthology
Report on the Communist "peace" Offensive United States. Congress. House.
Committee on Un-American Activities 1951
Hazard and Somerset: Off Duty Volume 2 Gregory Ashe 2020-08-07 Hazard and
Somerset: Off Duty Volume 2 is a collection of short stories. It includes the
following: “John-Henry Somerset: Sold!” Somers enters a charity bachelor’s auction
without telling his boyfriend. This story takes place before The Rational Faculty.
“Pretty and Pink and Perfect” Hazard plans a toddler’s birthday party. This story
home-work-life-lessons-3-kaje-harper

takes place before The Rational Faculty. “Pride Slays Thanksgiving” Hazard and
Somers prepare for their first Thanksgiving as a couple. This story takes place
before Police Brutality. “Santa: A Cultural Hegemony” Hazard is volun-told to
dress up as Santa. This story takes place before Transactional Dynamics.
“Valentine’s in Six Beats” Hazard executes his do-over for Valentine’s. This story
takes place before Wayward. “Emery’s Birthday Scavenger Hunt” Somers plans the
perfect birthday for Hazard . . . or so he thinks. This story takes place before
The Keeper of Bees. “Hazard and Somerset: Off Duty” A series of six vignettes
featuring Hazard and Somers on a Caribbean vacation. This story takes place after
The Keeper of Bees. Please note that the first six stories have distributed
previously to mailing list subscribers and at GRL 2019. “Hazard and Somerset: Off
Duty” is exclusively available in this collection.
The Red Countess Hermynia Zur Mühlen 2018-08-20 Praise for the first edition of
this book: This translation is something of an event. For the first time, it makes
Zur Mühlen’s text available to English-speaking readers in a reliable version.
—David Midgley, University of Cambridge [This book] represents exceptional value,
both as an enjoyable read and as an introduction to an attractive author who amply
deserves rediscovery. —Ritchie Robertson, Journal of European Studies, 42(1):
106-07. Born into a distinguished aristocratic family of the old Habsburg Empire,
Hermynia Zur Mühlen spent much of her childhood and early youth travelling in
Europe and North Africa with her diplomat father. Never comfortable with the
traditional roles women were expected to play, she broke as a young adult both
with her family and, after five years on his estate in the old Czarist Russia,
with her German Junker husband, and set out as an independent, free-thinking
individual, earning a precarious living as a writer. Zur Mühlen translated over 70
books from English, French and Russian into German, notably the novels of Upton
Sinclair, which she turned into best-sellers in Germany; produced a series of
detective novels under a pseudonym; wrote seven engaging and thought-provoking
novels of her own, six of which were translated into English; contributed
countless insightful short stories and articles to newspapers and magazines; and,
having become a committed socialist, achieved international renown in the 1920s
with her Fairy Tales for Workers’ Children, which were widely translated including
into Chinese and Japanese. Because of her fervent and outspoken opposition to
National Socialism, she and her life-long Jewish partner, Stefan Klein, had to
flee first Germany, where they had settled, and then, in 1938, her native Austria.
They found refuge in England, where Zur Mühlen died, forgotten and virtually
penniless, in 1951.
Hot Head Damon Suede 2018-03-27 Where there's smoke, there's fire... Since 9/11,
Brooklyn firefighter Griff Muir has wrestled with impossible feelings for his best
friend and partner at Ladder 181, Dante Anastagio. Unfortunately, Dante is
strictly a ladies' man, and the FDNY isn't exactly gay-friendly. For ten years,
Griff has hidden his heart in a half-life of public heroics and private anguish.
Griff's caution and Dante's cockiness make them an unbeatable team. To protect his
buddy, there's nothing Griff wouldn't do... until a nearly bankrupt Dante proposes
the worst possible solution: HotHead.com, a gay porn website where uniformed hunks
get down and dirty. And Dante wants them to appear there--together. Griff may have
to guard his heart and live out his darkest fantasies on camera. Can he rescue the
man he loves without wrecking their careers, their families, or their friendship?
The Frankfurt School, Jewish Lives, and Antisemitism Jack Jacobs 2014-09-25 This
book explores the ways in which the Jewish backgrounds of leading Frankfurt School
Critical Theorists shaped their lives, work, and ideas.
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